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Close Reading of Unfamiliar Text – Oral  
B Toothbrush runs onto a Second line

ChapTeR

2

section 1:  
theme: deaLing with adversity

Reading, writing and presenting: fiction

Covered in Chapters 1–8 following

‘Prosperity is a great teacher; adversity a greater.’
William Hazlitt
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Reading studied short texts: short stories

CHAPTER

4
NCEA Level 2 material covered in this section provides:
•	 	resources	for	Achievement	Standard	91098	(English	2.1)	‘Analyse	specified	aspect(s)	of	

studied written text(s), supported by evidence’
•	 notes	on	planning	and	preparation	for	a	response	to	short	stories
•	 notes	on	identifying	key	aspects	of	selected	texts
•	 notes	and	activities	based	on	‘The	Secret	Life	of	Walter	Mitty’	by	James	Thurber
•	 notes	and	activities	based	on	‘A	Glorious	Morning,	Comrade’	by	Maurice	Gee
•	 guidance	on	the	use	of	language	features	and	the	effects	they	create.

Introduction
The questions you will approach in the examination will require you to be familiar with 
key aspects of the short texts you have studied and to explain clearly why the writer has 
used them, and what they bring to the text as a whole.

One of the exciting parts about studying short written texts is that different readers will be 
engaged by different aspects of a text. Examiners appreciate (and reward) responses that 
show thoughtful and original engagement with the texts. It is useful to explore a range of 
aspects in your preparation, then focus on those which most appeal to you.

Achievement Standard 91098 (English 2.1) is an externally assessed standard. In the 
examination, you will be required to produce one structured written answer as a response 
to one question. A number of text types can be studied, and writing on a combination of 
texts is also permitted for this achievement standard.

Success criteria
You are learning to analyse and respond to short stories by:

• understanding the features of short-story writing
• identifying and giving reasons for the choices writers have made with regard to 

particular parts of studied text(s)
•	 finding	and	explaining	how	meanings	and	effects	are	created.

Types of short story
The short story form is incredibly important in literature, and is a genre which is 
particularly relevant and popular in New Zealand. The short story form has to engage and 
sustain the audience’s attention, and usually follows one of three key structures.

Plot-driven story
These stories leave the reader at the conclusion of intensely dramatic events. Examples 
include Edgar Allen Poe’s ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’, Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s ‘The Yellow 
Wallpaper’ and Roald Dahl’s ‘Lamb to the Slaughter’. 
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The slice-of-life story
Slice-of-life stories outline a day in the life of a particular character. Examples would 
include Patricia Grace’s ‘The Geranium’, as well as the two stories in this chapter, ‘The 
Secret Life of Walter Mitty’ by James Thurber and ‘A Glorious Morning, Comrade’ by 
Maurice Gee.

The symbolic story
These stories rely on the power of their language and structural features to create imagery 
which	is	engaging	for	the	reader.	Examples	include	Katherine	Mansfield’s	‘The	Fly’	and	
Ted Hughes’ ‘The Rain Horse’.

In the examination, you will be required to produce one structured written answer as a 
response to one question. A number of text types can be studied for this achievement 
standard. Writing on a combination of texts is also permitted.

You	may	write	on	one	short	text,	but	must	do	so	in	sufficient	depth.	It	may	be	appropriate	
for you to refer to more than one text. Make sure you have enough material for a 
sustained and developed response.

You	will	be	asked	to	ANALYSE	specified	ASPECTS	of	your	chosen	texts.

What does ANALYSE mean?

Analyse = study, explore, consider, evaluate.

You will look at WHY writers have made choices with certain aspects 
of their texts, and what the result of that choice has on the text.

What is meant by ASPECTS?

Aspects = features or parts.

Examples of aspects

Audience The intended reader 

Purpose The writer’s message 

Character An individual or person in a text

Theme The subject or topic

Setting Where and when the action happens

Syntax The way in which words are organised to create 
particular effects

Symbolism The use of signs and references to convey 
meaning

Vocabulary/lexicon Selection of words used

Opening The beginning of the text – usually constructed to 
have impact

Ending The conclusion of a text

Chronology The arrangement of events in a text
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2Achievement Standard 91100 (English 2.3) 
Reading unfamiliar text: articles in printed 
media

CHAPTER

9
NCEA Level 2 material covered in this section provides:
•	 	resources	for	Achievement	Standard	91100	(English	2.3)	‘Analyse	specified	aspects	of	

unfamiliar written text(s) through close reading, supported by evidence’
•	 guidance	on	how	to	establish	intended	audience	and	purpose	for	unfamiliar	texts
•	 notes	and	activities	on	structural	features	and	figurative	language
•	 guidance	on	close	analysis	techniques	using	extracts	from	Wilderness magazine.

Introduction
Achievement Standard 91100 (English 2.3) is an externally assessed standard. In the 
examination, you will be required to respond to three unfamiliar texts in 60 minutes. 
There	will	be	a	non-fiction	text,	a	fiction	text	and	a	poetry	text.	This	chapter	provides	
guidance	on	tackling	the	non-fiction	text.

The skill required to tackle this paper is the ability to interpret how meaning is created 
through	significant	aspects	of	individual	texts.	How	effectively	you	express,	support	and	
reason your interpretations will determine your level of achievement. Your answer must be 
sufficiently	developed	and	sustained	to	achieve.	Merit-level	responses	will	show	reasoned	
and	clear	interpretations.	The	confidence	and	flair	of	an	Excellence-level	answer	will	be	
evident in the originality or insight of the response.

The aspects which examiners will focus on in the questions are:

• particular audiences and purposes
• ideas (e.g. themes, attitudes, beliefs, experiences, feelings, insights, meanings, 

opinions, thoughts and understandings within the text)
•	 language	features	(e.g.	figurative	language,	syntax,	style,	symbolism,	vocabulary,	

sound devices)
• structures (e.g. part text, whole text, narrative sequence, beginnings and endings).

Using prior knowledge
Although this Achievement Standard is called ‘Reading unfamiliar texts’, we actually have 
plenty of prior knowledge of how texts are constructed and organised, which we can 
utilise to our advantage. 

For example, we are able to identify a non-fiction text with some level of certainty. We 
can use clues with regard to subject, purpose, structure and language to help us reach 
conclusions. We can consider the source of a text to give us information about the 
intended audience and purpose.

The key to tackling the ‘unfamiliar text’ questions appropriately is to be able to evaluate 
and analyse how the writer has used the conventions available to communicate their 
message, and how effective the results are.

You will be required to respond to three unfamiliar texts in 60 minutes. There will be 
a	non-fiction	text,	a	fiction	text	and	a	poetry	text.	This	chapter	provides	guidance	on	
tackling	the	non-fiction	text.
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Success criteria
You	are	learning	to	analyse	the	ways	in	which	writers	use	specified	aspects	to	create	
meaning by:

• analysing and discussing writers’ purpose
• analysing and discussing writers’ tone
• analysing and discussing writers’ use of layout
• analysing and discussing writers’ use of techniques.
You are learning to provide supporting evidence by:

•	 selecting	specific	and	relevant	details	from	the	text	
• carefully explaining the effect of the selected detail.

Purpose
You will have seen texts with a similar purpose to that of the example you are given in 
the examination. It is simply a case of correctly identifying the purpose. All writing is 
generally organised with the following purposes:

•	 to	entertain		 	 	 	 	 •	 to	describe	
•	 to	inform		 	 	 	 	 	 •	 to	explain	
•	 to	analyse			 	 	 	 	 •	 to	review	
•	 to	comment		 	 	 	 	 •	 to	advertise	
•	 to	promote		 	 	 	 	 •	 to	argue	
•	 to	discuss			 	 	 	 	 •	 to	persuade.
We can often make assumptions of the purpose of a text from looking at its source.

Example 

A	Ministry	of	Health	leaflet	entitled Eating 
for Healthy Adults is likely to promote the 
consumption of foods which constitute a 
healthy diet. It may well inform readers of 
healthy eating choices they could make.
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We can also make assumptions about the tone of a text from the source information. 

The tone of a text relates to the writer’s authorial voice and indicates their mindset when 
writing the text. Tone can be described using words such as:

sarcastic

humorous

accusatory

didactic salacious

informative

dictatorial

detached

patronising

light-hearted

enthusiastic

aggressive

sympathetic
emotional

darkdepressing

If	we	think	back	to	the	Ministry	of	Health	leaflet,	we	can	rule	out	some	of	the	tone	
choices that are unlikely to be employed. We would not expect a government-issued 
leaflet	on	healthy	eating	to	be	salacious	or	aggressive,	nor	would	we	expect	it	to	be	dark	
or overly emotional.

The source can also give us some clues to the genre of the text. Genre refers to the form 
of	writing,	for	example:	poetry,	prose,	drama,	fiction	and	non-fiction.

We	would	not	expect	the	healthy-eating	leaflet	to	be	in	the	form	of	a	poem.	Similarly,	
since	the	leaflet	is	likely	to	contain	information	and	facts,	we	would	expect	the	text	to	be	
non-fiction.	

Warning!

These ideas are of course ASSUMPTIONS. We 
are looking at what to expect from a text. We 
have to be aware, however, that the joy of texts 
is that they are constantly surprising us with 
developments into new territory.

These	deductive	ideas	can	only	help	to	affirm,	bolster	(or	in	some	cases	contradict)	the	
observations you make by reading the text itself.

Below is a text from Wilderness magazine. It appeared in the section on ‘Wild safety’. The 
whole article is called ‘Falls! Drownings! Exposure!’ In the magazine’s table of contents, 
the article is listed as: 

‘Dangerous Places’, A Wilderness investigation reveals New Zealand’s most 
dangerous stomping grounds.
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Student example
Jackie made an assumption on the likely genre of the text:

Since the article is in the safety section of the Wilderness magazine, I would 
expect	the	information	to	be	factual.	I	assume	that	the	text	is	non-fiction.

Here is an extract from the article.

Danger Zone: Ben Lomond, Queenstown

Sometimes the places that seem the least dangerous are the most dangerous and 
so it is with Queenstown’s Ben Lomond-Moonlight Track loop.

‘A lot of people seem to go haywire on that one,’ says Senior Sergeant John Fookes, 
leader of Whakatipu police search and rescue. ‘In the tussock land above the bush 
line the track is marked but you’ve got to keep your wits about you to stay on it. 
Every year we have a few go missing up there.’

Starting with a quick ride on the Skyline Gondola up to the chalet, the track 
quickly rises to 800 m before zigzagging to the summit of Ben Lomond (1 748 m). 
‘People think because they can still see Queenstown from up there that it’s still 
part of civilisation,’ says Fookes. ‘But you go from being in a relatively balmy 
environment in Queenstown to the exposed tops and they’ve got themselves into a 
potentially hostile environment.’

Fookes	says	around	2	000	people	do	the	five	hour	trip	every	year	and	some	make	
‘the weirdest possible mistakes in areas you wouldn’t think possible.’ Many people 
don’t give themselves enough time to complete the loop before night falls. Without 
a	torch	or	a	decent	map,	they	find	themselves	in	the	dark	following	false	tracks	
going in the wrong direction. Last month, Fookes says someone got lost and was 
eventually found at Moke Lake, in the complete opposite direction to the loop 
track.

‘When you’ve got ease of access people sometimes drop their guard a bit,’ says 
Fookes.

Cautionary Tale

In September last year, Christchurch Tramping Club member Silvia Horniakova 
got completely lost just after the Ben Lomond Saddle (1 316 m). It began to snow, 
and in fading light she lost sight of the orange route markers. She got cold and wet 
crossing	the	wrong	river	and	realised	she	needed	to	find	shelter.	Fortunately	she	
found	a	wood	shed	in	which	she	was	able	to	start	a	fire.

Whakitipu search and rescue volunteers said the weather was so bad Horniakova 
was lucky to be found alive.
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Chapter 1

Activities 1A to 1F are subject to individual choice.

Activity 1G: Characterisation (page 12)
1. Full name – Zachary Lincoln Taylor; shown singing, dancing; in military; friendly; 

responsible – cleaning up the mess from the brood frames; physical description of 
broad shoulders, a narrow waist, short-cropped hair, black, handsome.

2. Light-hearted, caught in a funny moment of dancing to ‘Viva Las Vegas’ when he 
thought he was alone; an all-American good guy, enjoying iconic American pop-
culture; patriotic, named after not just Zachary Taylor, but Lincoln as well; outgoing, 
relaxed – ‘Yeah, so I’ve heard’; served country in the military. 

3. Lily prefaces her description with, ‘He was not what I expected.’ Then she comments 
later, ‘I was shocked over him being handsome.’ This shows that Lily’s own 
assumptions	and	expectations	were	flawed,	and	based	on	prejudice.	The	description	
of Zach is that he is seemingly perfect, yet she had expected otherwise. Lily is quick 
though to acknowledge ‘how wrong we’d all been’, as she is rapidly becoming aware 
of her own racist attitudes.

Activity 1H is subject to individual choice.

Activity 1I: Collecting evidence on a main character (page 12)
Subject to individual choice. Example given.

Title of novel: The Secret Life of Bees

Name of main character: Lily Melissa Owens

Page Quote / event What it shows 
about the 
character

Links to 

p. 9 This is what I know about myself. 
She was all I wanted. And I took her 
away.

that	Lily	defines	
herself through the 
loss of her mother, 
and feels intense 
guilt about the 
accident that killed 
her mother

themes of search 
for love; quest for 
self-acceptance
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331, 371, 383
comedy 215–16, 225, 258, 261
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compound sentence 23, 40, 54
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139, 197, 232, 309, 331, 335, 337, 
387, 391–2, 396

conflict 7, 11, 15, 213–17, 228–9, 258, 
260–1, 264, 345, 370

conjunction 40, 54
connotations 20, 23, 36, 104–5, 115
consonance 124
consonants 53, 67
constructed narrative 256
content (of a text) 8, 49, 64–5, 69, 113–14, 
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debate 49, 64–5
delivery (of oral text) 67–9 
denotation 33, 36, 39
denouement 75, 81, 261
dialect 266
dialogue 228, 246, 249, 257, 266, 271, 

278, 280, 282
diction 23, 36, 54, 67, 82, 99, 114, 191, 

223, 228, 308, 315
diegetic music/sound 226, 256, 282 
dominant image 293, 299–300, 304
drama 211–54
dramatic irony 39, 222, 224
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331
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enjambment 112, 118–19, 121
epistrophe 53
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